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CORONAVIRUS UPDATE
Use of the Active Elders Association Hall continues to be bound by the conditions imposed by SA Health’s
Covid-19 Safety Plan. We have adapted our normal practices to permit us to continue to operate, and – at
time of writing – it seems that Programme 90 will probably be run under the same (or a similar) regime i.e.
restrictions on numbers permitted to attend sessions, maintenance of social distancing requirements, strict
recording of personal contact details for everyone present at meetings, cleaning and sanitising, no catering,
training for duty as Covid Marshals. The organisation and operation of these procedures has fallen to the
members of U3A’s Management Committee, without whose selfless efforts none of this would be possible.
We should all be aware, however, that the authorities may change the rules at short notice to cope with the
ebbs and flows of the Coronavirus situation. Rest assured that your Committee will stay vigilant, and take
whatever steps may be necessary to help keep us safe.
It continues to be extremely important that you stay at home if you are feeling unwell, even if the
likelihood of you having Covid-19 is low. Please consider the wellbeing of your fellow members and
friends at this difficult time.

Acknowledging the generous support of Flinders University
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MESSAGE FROM YOUR PROGRAMME CO-ORDINATOR

Dear Members,
PRODUCTION OF THIS PROGRAMME - No 90
My thanks go to Neville De Young and Bev Bennet (September), Sheila Dickinson
(October), and Myself (November) for another varied and interesting programme.
We have tried hard to ensure that there is something for everyone, so please support
our speakers by enrolling for as many sessions as you can.
ENROLMENT FORMS
Please return your completed Enrolment Forms for Programme 90 as soon as possible, as it helps me
to compile the Duty Rosters – particularly for the first month of the Programme. It also means that
we can be sure that those attending our sessions are entitled to do so as Full Financial Members, and
provides the Management Committee with a reasonably accurate figure for the number of chairs to
set out for each session.
OUTSIDE VISITS HAVE NOT BEEN ARRANGED FOR THIS PROGRAMME
There are no outside visits included in Prog 90 because most venues are still cautious about permitting large
groups to enter their properties. The time and effort in setting up visits is substantial, and is disappointing
for all concerned if cancellation is required.
WALKING GROUP
Wednesday Walks continue as before, thanks to Judy Milford and Nola Byass. See further details
elsewhere in the Programme.
BOOK GROUP
Meetings are held on the third Friday of the month at 1.30 pm at Parkholme Library. See further details
included elsewhere in the Programme.
WRITING GROUPS
Both Writing Groups will continue to operate under strict Covid-19 rules. Social distancing must be
applied, which imposes a severe limitation on numbers attending. Important Note - Change of
procedure: Members of the Writing Groups must now indicate their intention to attend sessions by
ticking the appropriate box on the Enrolment Form and returning the form to the Office. This will
ensure that those participating under the aegis of U3A Flinders are financial members, and thus
covered by our Public Indemnity Insurance policy.
E-MAIL ADDRESSES
When you return your Programme Enrolment Forms to the U3A Office, if you have not signed up for
electronic transmission of documents, please do not include your e-mail address on your form. This makes
unnecessary work for our Volunteers, as they then have to verify your intentions.

Max Gordon
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Programme 90
Special Notes: 1. All events in this programme, unless otherwise specified, will be held at:
Active Elder Association Hall, Corner of Charles & Albert Streets, Ascot Park.
2. U3A Flinders Inc reserves the right to cancel postpone or change advertised events as
necessary. Reasonable effort will be made to provide timely notification of such changes to
Members who have enrolled.

The Wednesday Walking Group - General Notes for Walkers
Contact details: Judy Milford. 0408 842 479 or 8276 8228, Nola Byass 0411 066 014 or 7225 2673
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walks start at 9.30 am. Please be at the departure point 5-10 mins before the starting time.
If you have registered for a walk but are unable to attend please notify Nola or Judy so that the group
knows not to wait for you and the number for coffee can be adjusted.
Weather conditions: If the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) forecast max. temp. is 32°C or over, the walk
will be cancelled.
Forecast rain: The walk will be held. Bring rain gear.
Wear: Name badge with contact details for next of kin on reverse side (for use in case of an accident).
Coffee will be taken at the completion of each walk, unless otherwise advised.
When possible, walks have been graded to indicate the level of difficulty.
Please Note: U3A Flinders will continue to adhere to all SA Health regulations in regard to group size and
maintaining social distancing. Therefore, coffee during or at the completion of the walk, will only be taken
under the auspices of U3A, if COVID-19 restrictions allow.

1) Walk No 1 – Goodwood
Meet near corner of Hardy and Albert streets (Soutar Park).
Please also refer to General Notes for Walkers at Walk No 1 on Page 3.
Wednesday September 1st at 9.30 am. (Rating = Easy)

Map ref: UBD 130 D6

The Writers’ Groups – Enrolment of members
Wednesday Scribblers Writing Group
Contact person, (via U3A Office): Alison McDonald
For many members, joining this group was their first foray into the field of creative writing within a
supportive environment. If you are interested in finding out more about how this group operates, please
contact the U3A Office in the first instance and your details will be passed on to the organiser. Sessions are
held at Parkholme Library, Duncan Avenue, Parkholme. If you are an existing member, please tick the
appropriate box on the Enrolment Form.
Every Wednesday during term time. From 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm.
Writers’ Group
Contact person (via U3A Office): Ted Flaherty
This is a long-established group of experienced writers. Members read and critique work in a mutually
supportive environment. If you are interested in finding out more about how this group operates, please
contact the U3A Office in the first instance and your details will be passed on to the organiser. Sessions are
held at Parkholme Library, Duncan Avenue, Parkholme. If you are an existing member, please tick the
appropriate box on the Enrolment Form.
Every Thursday during term time. From 9.30 am – 12.30 pm.
2) What can forensic DNA analysis tell us?
by Dr Linzi Wilson-Wilde AOM
Dr Wilson-Wilde is the Director of Forensic Science SA, with over 25 years’ experience in forensic science
working for Victoria Police, New South Wales Police and the Australian Federal Police. Linzi has investigated
high-profile murder cases, cold case reviews and the highly publicised mass DNA screen in the town of Wee
Waa. Linzi coordinated the DNA analysis of all samples involved in the disaster victim identification and
criminal investigation of the Bali Bombing in October 2002, for which she received a Medal in the Order of
Australia. She is President of the International Forensic Strategic Alliance and represents them as Vice Chair
on the International Criminal Court. In this presentation, using case studies, Linzi will talk about the possibilities
that DNA analysis holds for criminal investigations.
Thursday September 2nd at 2.00 pm.
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3) How Resilient is Australia’s Democracy? New Threats, Old Challenges
by Dr Rob Manwaring
Dr Manwaring is a Senior Lecturer at the College of Business, Government and Law at Flinders University.
In the last ten years, Australian trust in their democracy has declined, with greater numbers of people feeling
dissatisfied with Australian politics. In this presentation, Rob will explore the resilience of Australian
democracy, presenting new research on how citizens perceive the political system, and what they consider the
main threats are. Many people believe that most Australians are apathetic about politics, but how accurate is this
view? Using social survey data from the Australian Electoral Study (AES), and a range of other sources, the
presentation will explore what Australians think about politics, and how they actually engage with the system.
Tuesday September 7th at 2.00 pm.
4) Selected Palaces and Castles around the World – Part 2
by Mary Schumacher
Following on from Part 1 of this series, Mary has many more fascinating castles and palaces in Europe and Asia
to show us. We visit two in Japan – Nijo Castle near Kyoto with its fascinating ‘nightingale floors,’ and the
more traditional Osaka Castle. We will walk through the Forbidden City in Beijing, where we hear some
surprising stories of its past. We will touch on the 3 different palaces of the Danish Royal family in and around
Copenhagen, and see the impact of the former Australian woman, now Crown Princess Mary. In the Louvre in
Paris, we visit the former apartments of Napoleon III. In St Petersburg we visit and get a strong feel for the
bloodthirsty history of Russia in Yusupov Palace, where Rasputin was assassinated. We will finish at the Royal
Palace in Belgrade, Serbia, where Mary received a ‘right Royal’ welcome.
Thursday September 9th at 2.00 pm.
5) Some secrets about the buildings along North Terrace
by David Jarman
David has spoken to us twice in the past, his most recent talk being about the design and operation of wetlands.
North Terrace is Adelaide’s most prestigious boulevard, with many interesting and important buildings,
including Government House, Parliament House, the Festival Centre, Convention Centre, and many others too
numerous to mention. In this presentation, David will tell some intriguing stories and provide us with historical
insights about this important part of our city.
Tuesday September 14th at 2.00 pm.
6) Walk No 2 – Blackwood & Wittunga Botanic Gdns
Map ref: UBD 154 P8
Meet near corner of Simla Parade and Adey Road, Blackwood (Blackwood Bowling Club).
Please also refer to General Notes for Walkers at Walk No 1 on Page 3.
Wednesday September 15th at 9.30 am. (Rating = Moderate – some hills)
7) Podiatry is my passion
by Katie Kneebone
Katie graduated from the University of South Australia with a Bachelor of Podiatry with Honours. She is also
Vice President of the South Australian Podiatry Association, and is passionate about providing a holistic
approach when dealing with clients, to enhance performance, health, and wellbeing. She practises at Kneebone
Foot Connection & Physiotherapy on Goodwood Road. In this presentation, Katie will tell us her story, and
provide interesting and insightful information about how important it is to look after our feet and lower limbs as
we grow older.
Thursday September 16th at 2.00 pm.

Book Group – General Notes
These meetings are held on the third Friday of each month at 1.30 pm at Parkholme Library. Members take
turns (if they wish to) at choosing the book of the month (fiction or non-fiction), which appears in the U3A
programme. They source their own copies to read (from libraries, e-books etc) then come along to discuss the
book – even if they don’t like it! Interesting discussions ensue. The coffee machine or a table at the library are
no longer available but members are free to bring their own refreshments. New members always welcome,
subject to social-distancing rules.
Contact Judy Milford on 0408 842 479 or 8276 8228 or milfords4@bigpond.com for further information.
8) Book Group: Before I Forget by Christine Bryden
led by Judy Millford
When she was just 46, Christine, science advisor to the Prime Minister and mother of three, was diagnosed with
younger onset dementia. After twenty years she is still thriving while still working hard to rewire her brain.
While the title didn’t draw me to this autobiography, I was soon absorbed in the account of this brilliant woman’s
struggles and successes.
Friday September 17th at 1.30 pm at Parkholme Library, Duncan Ave, Parkholme.
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9) NBN 101
by Rohan Watts
Rohan Watts is a Community Ambassador for National Broadband Network, dealing with Community &
Stakeholder Engagement.
The NBN network is now in an upgrade program around Australia, and Rohan will show us the status of
individual homes and neighbourhoods on that program. It is expected that by mid-2022 a “normal” household
will have, on average, 30 or more internet devices connected to the NBN network. He will also explain the
different scams that we may experience, how to recognize them and how to stop them – and advise us what to
do if we think we have given a scammer access to our computer.
Tuesday September 21st at 2.00 pm.
10) The Hepialids of Kangaroo Island
by Michael Moore
Michael has spoken to us several times over the past few years. If you don’t know what the term Hepialid
means, you could Google it – or, better still, come to this session to be informed and entertained. Michael will
tell us about the history of and the current status of the Rain, Ghost and Splendid moths that exist on Kangaroo
Island, in the light of new discoveries and the massive bushfires of 2019/20.
Thursday September 23rd at 2.00 pm.
11) Portraiture in Art
by Coralie Creevey
Coralie is a regular contributor to U3A Flinders’ programmes, her most recent session being in March 2021 on
the subject of Australian Art. On this occasion, she will carefully select an interesting range of examples of
portraiture from around the world, and provide us with curious, noteworthy and illuminating facts and figures.
Tuesday September 28th at 2.00 pm.
12) Walk No 3 – Great Buildings of Adelaide
Meet in Victoria Square outside the Hilton Hotel.
Suggestion: use public transport to the city, or park in the Market carpark.
Please also refer to General Notes for Walkers at Walk No 1 on Page 3.
Wednesday September 29th at 9.30 am . (Rating = Easy)

Map ref: UBD 3 P10

13) A Trip to Taiwan
by Helen & Roger Bills
In the good old days, when we were free to travel, Helen and Roger organised and lead tour groups to many
interesting overseas locations. Their most recent trip was to Taiwan, back in 2020.
Taiwan remains largely undiscovered and seriously under-rated by Western travellers. This is a tiny country
with big surprises: it has mighty mountain ranges, giant Cypress trees, plunging waterfalls, colourful religions,
and spectacular monuments. On the human side, the people are overwhelmingly friendly, and Taipei’s night
markets are fascinating and offer tasty and interesting food.
Thursday September 30th at 2.00 pm.
14) Should the punishment fit the crime (or the criminal)?
by Hon Robert M Lunn QC
Robert Lunn is a retired Supreme Court Judge with over 29 years of judicial experience in the conduct of civil
litigation. He has given our group two excellent talks in the recent past, and in this talk, Robert will give us an
insight into how Judges evaluate evidence and how sentences for serious crimes are assessed. This presentation
should make for some lively discussion!
Tuesday October 5th at 2.00 pm.
15) Nanotechnology – how small things are changing our lives
by Prof David Lewis
Prof Lewis is Director of Flinders Nanotechnology College of Science and Engineering. He has authored over
60 scientific papers, and is a prodigious inventor.
Nanotechnology involves manipulating matter at the atomic scale, resulting in faster, more powerful technology
that uses smaller parts. This relatively recent technology is increasingly affecting almost every part of our daily
lives, and we are using many products that have been created with nanotechnology without even realising it e.g.
cosmetics, paints, food, clothing and household appliances. Every week, several new nanotech products are
created. David will give us an expert’s insight into this new field of endeavour, and tell us about the latest
developments in his department.
Thursday October 7th at 2.00 pm.
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16) The Clipper Ship “City of Adelaide”
by Robert Davies
In previous programmes we have heard about the early days of acquiring the clipper ship “City of Adelaide”
and transporting the hull from Scotland to Adelaide. We also visited the ship which is berthed at Port Adelaide.
Today, Robert will give us a presentation on the most recent history and tell us what is planned now and in the
future for this most historic ship.
Tuesday October 12th at 2.00 pm.
17) Walk No 4 – Tonsley to Flinders via the train overpass
Map ref: UBD 141 K16
Meet on the Tonsley Railway Station platform. Enter the carpark from either Alawoona Avenue or Tonsley
Campus via South Road.
Please also refer to General Notes for Walkers at Walk No 1 on Page 3.
Wednesday October 13th at 9.30 am. (Rating = Easy)
18) Classical Greece
by Mary Schumacher
In 2008 Mary undertook a 15-night tour of parts of Greece by tour bus and a regional cruise ship. She visited
some of the major sites connected to the development of civilisation in Greece, including many on the
Peloponnese, the site of the original Olympic Games at Olympia, Delphi and the famous Oracle, Athens, and its
fabulous Acropolis. Also, on the short cruise, she visited several Greek Islands with a range of historic
backgrounds – Patmos, Rhodes, and modern Mykonos. Mary will provide us with fascinating stories associated
with them all!
Thursday October 14th at 2.00 pm.
19) Book Group: Do no harm by Henry Marsh
led by Anneke Jeuken
This is a biography/narrative about becoming and being a Neurosurgeon. The author initially worked within the
UK NHS system, coping with the increasing demands within that system, and later in his private practice. He
also taught and assisted with Neurosurgery in the Ukraine and Nepal. This is a passionate, frank, book.
Friday October 15th at 1.30 pm at Parkholme Library, Duncan Ave, Parkholme.
20) Advances in surgery
by Dr Peter Devitt
Before retiring, Peter had a spectacular 35-year surgical career, and became Head of the Professorial Surgical
Unit at the Royal Adelaide Hospital and Associate Professor for the Discipline of Surgery at the Adelaide
Medical School. Peter will talk about all things medical and discuss how surgery has evolved over time, with
the possibility that recent and projected advances in surgery may render the scalpel redundant.
Tuesday October 19th at 2.00 pm.
21) Extreme Events
by Prof Tom Raimondo
Tom is Associate Professor in Geology and Geochemistry at University of South Australia. He is an awardwinning science communicator. He has particular interests in fluid-rock interaction and heat-flow. In this
presentation, he will take us on a journey through Australia’s extreme geological past to discover breath-taking
stories about a cataclysmic meteorite impact felt from the Eyre Peninsula to the Flinders Ranges, a subterranean
mountain beneath central Australia that warps the Earth’s gravity field, a super-volcano in the Gawler Ranges
that dwarfs the Yellowstone Caldera, and submarine canyons near Kangaroo Island that could swallow the Grand
Canyon. Stories written in stone will reveal the incredible geological secrets hiding in our own backyard.
Thursday October 21st at 2.00 pm.
22) National Overview of Natural & Man-made Emergencies and Disasters – the role of Defence
by Dr Cassandra Starr
Cassandra is a political scientist, who began her academic life as a natural scientist. Her research expertise is
the politics of climate change, which has been the constant thread throughout her career. The climate change
challenge for Defence can be understood in terms of two competing missions i.e. the traditional role as a war
fighting machine to protect our sovereign borders against foreign threats and to provide assistance to
neighbouring countries and allies, and the domestic role to protect and support Australian communities in times
of emergencies and disasters. This talk will explore the role of Defence in emergency and natural disaster
situations in the Australian context.
Tuesday October 26th at 2.00 pm.
23) Walk No 5 - Dulwich and a bit more
Meet Stuart Road, Dulwich near the corner of Dulcie Street.
Please also refer to General Notes for Walkers at Walk No 1 on Page 3.
Wednesday October 27th at 9.30 am. (Rating = Easy)
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24) How the Illicit Drug Trade works
by Dr RV Gundur
Dr Gundur is a lecturer at Flinders University. He previously taught for the University of Liverpool in Singapore
where he lectured on cybercrime and transnational organized crime. He is the Prize Chair for the International
Association for the Study of Organized Crime (IASOC). Dr Gundur will give a presentation on Drug Trafficking
Organisations (Cartels), explain their distributor networks and also explain distance decay with connections in
the drug trade.
Thursday October 28th at 2.00 pm.
25) Home Fire and Life Safety
by Angelo Mastripolito
House fires are life-threatening and can cause significant financial loss. Angelo is a specially trained MFS
firefighter, and he will discuss the common causes of house fires, how to reduce fire risk, how to prepare for
emergencies, how to produce a home escape plan, and much more. This presentation will help us stay safe
within our homes.
Tuesday November 2nd at 2.00 pm.
26) The archaeology of everyday life on the International Space Station
by A/Prof Alice Gorman
Alice last spoke to us in July 2012 on the subject of quantifying and classifying the rapidly accumulating items
of space debris that remain in orbit around the Earth. Since then, the situation has become much worse as the
volume of space items continues to increase. Alice has since become a “go to” expert on space-related subjects,
and has published a book. She is on the Advisory Council of the Space Industry Association of Australia, and
holds several other important positions in her chosen field.
In this talk, Alice will tell us about life in the International Space Station.
Thursday November 4th at 2.00 pm.
27) Sir Ernest Shackleton
by Mary Schumacher
Sir Ernest Shackleton, British polar explorer and great leader, is one of Mary’s heroes! On one of his journeys
to traverse the Antarctic continent in 1915, the ship failed even to reach the Antarctic continent because of ice
that blocked the ship from proceeding, and eventually crushed and sank it. After that devastating event, the
crew of the ‘Endurance’ found refuge on Elephant Island in Antarctica, and it was up to them to find a way to
return to safety without modern communication aids. Shackleton and a small group of men made their way on
a small open boat to South Georgia, then crossed the unmapped and mountainous terrain to a whaling station,
from where a rescue mission was mounted. Not a single man perished in this remarkable ordeal.
Recently, in 2013, Shackleton’s epic journeys between Elephant Island and South Georgia were recreated by
Tim Jarvis, an Adelaide-based adventurer, using authentic equipment and rations.
Tuesday November 9th at 2.00 pm.
28) Walk No 6 – Mike Turtur Bikeway
Meet on the corner of Maxwell Terrace and Butler Crescent, Glengowrie.
Bring Seniors Card/money for return tram trip.
Please also refer to General Notes for Walkers at Walk No 1 on Page 3.
Wednesday November 10th at 9.30 am. (Rating = Easy)

Map ref: UBD 140 N4

29) Lymphoedema
by Andrea & Jeremy Pluck
Andrea and Jeremy are both Registered Lymphoedema Practitioners, with specialist training and experience in
Decongestive Lymphatic Therapy and Oncology Massage. Both have a passion for educating and empowering
individuals to manage their own health. In this presentation they will be our guides on a journey to discover
more about the human body’s lymphatic system, with several interesting pit-stops along the way. Everyone
attending will receive their own passport to a healthier lymphatic system.
Thursday November 11th at 2.00 pm.
30) Digital Skills for Seniors
by Ben Teoh
Ben is Library Lifelong Learning Coordinator for Marion Council. His task is to educate and inform community
organisations and clubs about all aspects of using digital technology in the domestic situation. In this session,
he will talk about the use of mobile phones and tablets, online shopping, smart home technology, online
streaming of data (e.g. Netflix, Apple TV, Disney+, Spotify, etc), and online safety and scams.
Tuesday November 16th at 2.00 pm.
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31) The Vikings – their lifestyle, literature, and more
by Dr Lisa Bennett
Lisa is a Senior Lecturer in English and Creative Writing in the College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences
at Flinders University. She is also knowledgeable about the Medieval Period in history. This talk was due to
take place in Prog 89, but was postponed because of a temporary Covid-related shut-down. Fortunately, Lisa
was agreeable to doing her presentation in November instead.
The Vikings have been getting much exposure in the Media recently, with particular emphasis being placed on
their violent invasions and war-like behaviour. But – what were they really like? In this presentation, Lisa will
provide a more nuanced picture of their life-styles, dwellings, clothing, and artefacts.
Thursday November 18th at 2.00 pm.
32) Book Group: Islands of Abandonment: Life in the Post-Human Landscape by Cal Flyn
led by Janet Newman
This is a book about abandoned places: ghost towns and exclusion zones, no man’s lands and post-industrial
hinterlands – and what happens when nature is allowed to reclaim its place.
Friday November 19th at 1.30 pm at Parkholme Library, Duncan Ave, Parkholme.
33) Energy from waste and its role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions
by Richard Cawley
Richard last spoke to us in June about the Regulation of Utility Prices and Local Council Rates.
Like many developed countries, Australia is faced with the challenge of how to dispose of its household waste.
Whilst the separation of garbage into different categories to aid recycling has gained some momentum, it is only
a drop in the ocean in terms of a solution when considering the volume of rubbish which still finds its way into
landfill. Energy from Waste (EfW) technology combusts waste at extremely high temperatures to generate
steam which is then used to produce electricity – and other usable by-products. The process is widely recognised
for reducing greenhouse gases by eliminating methane emissions from landfill. Richard will explain the
processes involved, and discuss the future development of this technology.
Tuesday November 23rd at 2.00 pm.
34) Walk No 7 – Brownhill Creek
Meet at Mitcham Reserve near Norman Street carparking.
BYO chair and lunch for ‘End of Year Lunch’ after the walk.
Please also refer to General Notes for Walkers at Walk No 1 on Page 3.
Wednesday November 24th at 9.30 am. (Rating = Moderate)

Map ref: UBD142 Q3

35) In the News
by Tony van Kalken
Tony, a long-time member of U3A, graduated from the University of Adelaide with a BA as a mature age
student, majoring in Politics and Anthropology. He retains an interest in the and many other subjects.
Tony finds the English language fascinating with its capriciousness, freakishness and spelling. He scours the
newspapers for controversial and newsworthy items to present, while giving attention to the utterings on our TV
channels. He relies on audience participation in the discussion, recognising the fact that this session is the only
session in U3A Flinders to facilitate debate in matters or local, national and international importance.
Thursday November 25th at 2:00 pm.
36) A most unusual artefact: a War Service Honour Board in an Adelaide Girls’ School
by Dr Janet Scarfe
Dr Scarfe is an independent local historian, who specialises in researching and writing about women in nontraditional professions and situations, with particular interest in Australian women who served in WW1 and
WW2.
Honour Boards commemorating war service are commonplace in boys’ schools, but very unusual in girls’
schools. The WW2 Honour Board at St Peter’s Girls’ School at Stonyfell is a rare artefact. Behind the names
(almost 100) are remarkable stories of service, sacrifice and, not least, opportunity, in a variety of fields both on
overseas service and the home front. Janet will give us an insight into the personal stories of some of these
amazing women.
Tuesday November 30th at 2.00 pm.
37) U3A Flinders - Christmas Event
led by Liz Gordon
The feasibility and format of this event are still under consideration by the Committee. A decision will be firmed
up by the Committee nearer the date, dependent on the circumstances, and members will be notified accordingly.
Tuesday December 7th at 12.00 noon.
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